PURCHASING AND SERVICE & MAINTENANCE WORKS OF BANKNOTE SORTING MACHINE WITH ONLINE SHREDDER SECOND PACKAGE

Bank Indonesia will conduct tender for Purchasing and the Service & Maintenance Works of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder including Supporting Items and Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) which will be allocated at Bank Indonesia Representative Offices. The tender will be performed through Bank Indonesia e-Procurement System (BISPro).

1. Banknotes Sorting Machine with Online Shredder is a machine that can be operated to count, recognize Rupiah denominations, detect the authenticity of Rupiah, sort banknotes into fit and unfit category, and shred the unfit banknotes.

2. Scope of Work
   a. Purchasing Work
      1) 2 units high speed type of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder (throughput speeds at least 108,000 Bilyets/hour) including supporting items and 2 units UPS. This purchasing shall also covered 1 year free after sales warranty; and
      2) 4 units medium speed type of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder (throughput speeds at least 72,000 Bilyets/hour) including supporting items and 4 units UPS. This purchasing shall also covered 1 year free after sales warranty;
   b. 3 years of Service and Maintenance for 2 units high speed type of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder and 4 units medium speed type of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder and 6 units UPS.

3. Requirements of product
   Each type of the proposed machine has been used or purchased by at least one central bank or has been successfully tested by a central bank and acknowledged for having fulfilled a central bank specification that evidenced by a letter of reference or other supporting documents.

4. Requirements for prospective participant:
   Prospective participant is the Principal and Local Partner, which comply with the following requirements:
   a. Principal
      1) Company who supply the machine is a manufacturer of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder.
         a) Having experience to manufacture Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder for at least 10 (ten) years which evidenced by letter of reference or other supporting documents.
         b) Having experience to directly carrying out the service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder and or supporting local partner/central bank to conduct the service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder for at least 10 (ten) years which evidenced by letter of reference or other supporting documents.
      2) Having Local Partner (legal business entity in Indonesia) which will undertake the service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder for the required period.
      3) Having capacity and capability of producing Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder according to the specifications and number of units defined by Bank Indonesia.
      4) Submit the administrative requirements of goods and/or services i.e:
         a) Deed of Establishment and its amendments (if any), in the form of an official translation in English;
         b) List of shareholders or owners of the company, signed by the person who represents the company.
      5) Not declared in bankruptcy by a court decision.
      6) Business activities are not being temporarily suspended.
      7) Persons who represent the company are not in criminal sanction and having capacity to sign contract by law.
      8) Having human resources, capital, equipment and other facilities needed to support project implementation.
      9) Having expert human resources who have experience in conducting service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder.
      10) Not being penalized by Bank Indonesia on previous procurement in Bank Indonesia.
      11) Having fulfilled entire regulated provisions and acts to conduct business either in home country or in host country.
      12) Having a permanent and clear address.
      13) Has already fulfilled all tax responsibility in country of origin until year of 2015 which evidenced by Tax Statement year of 2013 until 2015 or other supporting documents.
      14) Registering for the tender with Local Partner.

b. Local...
b. **Local Partner**

1) Shall be business entity established under the law of The Republic of Indonesia that appointed by Principal to conduct service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder which manufactured by Principal.

2) Registering for the tender with Principal or obtain a power of attorney from the Principal to register for the tender.

3) Not declared in bankruptcy by a court decision.

4) Business activities are not being temporarily suspended.

5) Persons who represent the company are not in criminal sanction and having capacity to sign contract by law.

6) Having human resources, capital, equipment and other facilities needed to support project implementation.

7) Having expert human resources who have experience in conducting service and maintenance of Banknote Sorting Machine with Online Shredder.

8) Not being penalized by Bank Indonesia on previous procurement in Bank Indonesia.

9) Shareholders and Board of Director are not juridically related either directly or indirectly with other participants, not declared in bankruptcy by a court decision, not listed in Bank Indonesia’s Black List and or Bank Indonesia’s List of Non-Performing Loan and have not been convicted by a court decision for actions related to the company/individual kondite.

10) Having a permanent and clear address.


5. **Budget ceiling for this tender is ± IDR43,219,217,573.00 (forty three billion two hundred nineteen million two hundred seventeen thousand five hundred and seventy three rupiah)**

6. **Registration requirements:**

   a. Prospective participant must be registered in Bank Indonesia’s list of vendors. Those who have not registered must access [https://bispro.bi.go.id](https://bispro.bi.go.id).

b. **Upload documents in website above consist of :**

1) Application letter to become tender participants affixed with the duty stamp of Rp6.000,00

2) Statement letter affixed with the duty stamp of Rp.6.000,00, stating that prospective participants:
   a) Not declared in bankruptcy by a court decision
   b) Business activities are not being temporarily suspended
   c) Persons who represent the company are not in criminal sanction and having capacity to sign contract by law
   d) Not being penalized by Bank Indonesia on previous procurement in Bank Indonesia.

   e) Shareholders and Board of Director are not juridically related either directly or indirectly with other participants, not declared in bankruptcy by a court decision, not listed in Bank Indonesia’s Black List and or Bank Indonesia’s List of Non-Performing Loan and have not been convicted by a court decision for actions related to the company/individual kondite

3) CV of permanent employee covered by history of formal education, expertise, professional experiences in relevant field to support project implementation.

4) Tax Statement (Principal and Local Partner) year of 2013 until 2015 or other supporting documents.

5) And other documents that will be informed through BISPro.


8. All Prospective Participants that submit registration document shall be evaluated and only Prospective Participant which submit the complete document and meet the requirements will be invited to participate in next stage of tender.

9. All registration documents shall belong to Bank Indonesia.

This tender complies with the internal procurement regulation of Bank Indonesia and the requirements determined by Committee. Please contact Procurement Committee by phone to +6221-29818559 or email to eko teguh@bi.go.id for further information

Jakarta, October 6th 2016
Committee